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The present paper is the further study of lightning events generated by electric processes 

associated with the Earth – Ionosphere Global Electric Circuit (GEC), a number of which had 

been described in the report [1]. 

In GEC, once the electrical non-uniformity (e.g., thundercloud) has been formed, the 

volume electric charge (EC) is ejected from the Earth, goes through the thundercloud, generates, 

through electric charging of the cloud area (conventionally called the "volume lightning"), 

potentials required to initiate lightning strokes, reaches ionosphere, travels through it, and, 

having passed a long distance, goes back to the ground. The process diagram is shown in Figure 

1. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Earth – Ionosphere – Earth GEC diagram. 

 

During storms, the EC may return to the ground, for example, in the American continent, 

in the form of a tornado. On our hypothesis, the EC returns to the ground mainly within the 

regions of electric non-uniformities resulting from the presence of tectonic faults and other 

similar geological systems. It is logical to assume that with storms occurring, for example, in the 

Americas, the EC return to the ground may take place in our continent, for example, in the 

region induced by the electrical non-uniformity of the Earth close to paleovolcanic vent area of 

Kaluga Ring Structure (KRS), whose diagram is presented in Figure 2. 

 



 
 

Figure 2. Diagram of paleovolcanic vent area of Kaluga Ring Structure (KRS). 

 

The KRS vent is about 25 km in diameter. The location of EMCOTECH observation 

point is shown in the diagram as a rectangle.  

The 30.06.2017 storm was in all respects very unique (or rare to the observation point). 

According to lightning detector data, the storm front was not moving towards the prevailing 

wind rose vector (as used to happen in previous observation years) but was rotating round the 

KRS vent. A printout of one of the records is shown in Figure 3, the arrow indicate the lightning 

front rotation. 

 



 
 

Figure 3. Lightning detector data presenting lightning front direction during 30.06.2017 storm 

 

Storm observers reported non-stopping thunder claps (like a train rushing up the track), 

the thunder was heard somewhere in the heights, the thundercloud was glowing but there were 

no lightning strikes inside; sometimes, lightning stroke the ground accompanied by the usual 

thunder clap. One of those lightning strikes was very special - straight-lined, with no zig-zags, 

much thicker than traditional, with intense 1-2 s flashing, but not followed by thunder. Note that 

lightning strikes frequency, according to the lightning detector, was about 1300/min.  

One can assume that initiation of the lightning in question was associated with EС 

leakage from ionosphere to the ground via GEC. The process was accompanied by charging of 

mostly thunderstorm cells at the top of the cloud where discharges appeared, which explains the 

lightning features described by observers. Ionosphere is linked to a thundercloud through so-

called blue jets and other similar mechanisms [2] Perhaps, a blue jet that broke through the thick 

thundercloud, resulted in a straight glowing column.  

Thanks to the lightning activity in during the 30.06.2017 storm, we were able to record a 

lot of waveforms, specific, as we believe, for this process. In previous [1], the instrumental 

measurements of EC propagating from the ground to ionosphere and simultaneously charging a 

thundercloud, were taken with a special detector, which was also used to take measurements on 

30.06.2017. A chimney of 325 mm in diameter and 15 m height was equipped with a three-

component EC sensor   In the stormy seasons of 2014, ECs of 1-10 ms lifetime were recorded. 2-

5 s after their registration, there were lightnings close to the sensor (at a distance of 500-1000 m). 

This resulted in rectangle unipolar pulse waveform. The sensor also registered an 

electromagnetic field from nearby lightning discharges but it had totally different characteristics. 



Therefore, it was experimentally proved that one of the components of thundercloud charging 

might be EC transfer from the Ground. Figure 4 shows some of the lightning discharges 

waveforms recorded during 30.06.2017 storm, as compared to previous lightning discharges 

waveforms when EC was ejected from the ground.  

 

 
 
Figure 4. Lightning discharge waveforms made on 30.06.2017 storm (right column) and during previous storms (left column). 

 

The left column shows waveforms of the EC ejected from the ground to ionosphere, and 

the backward direction is shown the right column. The fundamental differences are apparent. 

The ground-ionosphere EC waveforms are almost rectangular and have a positive polarity. The 

ionosphere-ground EC waveforms are exponential and have a negative polarity.  The pulses 

polarity are explicable in terms of electrical engineering fundamentals – electric charge (current) 

traveling from the source has a conditional positive polarity "+"; current which returns to the 

source has a conditional negative polarity "-". The pulses shape can also be explained: EC pulse 

coming from the Earth to the ionosphere is collected at a small area and a small volume of the 

ground, its collection circuit to the EC sensor has a low impedance, the distance to the 

thundercloud is also hundreds of meters with low impedance, therefore, the waveform features 

steep pulse front and rectangular pulse. On the contrary, the pulse from ionosphere to the Earth 

runs thousands of kilometers along ionosphere before reaching EC sensor, the circuit impedance 

is high, EC bridging circuits are present, that is why initially rectangular-shaped pulse converts 

into exponential, everything happens almost like in telegraph equations. Waveforms are mostly 

explicable in terms of laws known to electrical science.  

We would like to analyze the rich waveform in more detail. In Figure 5, it is compared to 

the blue jet picture, one of the first shot not from space, but from the Earth.      

 



 
 
Figure 5. Blue jet picture and the waveform that explains its initiation process. 

 

On the waveform, short peaks preceding the main charge similar to a high-frequency 

sferics, probably correspond to tendrils initiation phase within ionospheric basis of the "blue jet". 

This phase may be compared to the streamer initiation phase in the usual linear lightning 

discharge [3]. In terms of radiation pattern, it is full of high-frequency electromagnetic 

component, up to frequencies around GHz units. Then goes the positive bell-shaped flat pulse 

with a small amplitude. The author of the report perceives it as the Earth respond to ionosphere 

disturbance prior to the main discharge of the "blue jet". The Earth "sees" the electrical non-

uniformity in ionosphere but does not "know" the cause of its origin. If it is a hazardous space 

body like Chelyabinsk meteorite, it must be shot down with EC from the Earth, as described in 

[4]. But the electrical non-uniformity in ionosphere is small and short, resulting in pulse die off.  

Next goes a powerful pulse of negative polarity – the blue jet start from ionosphere, which is 

recorded by EC sensor. All processes being present in waveform have their explanation, not 

contradicting in essence with existing physical laws. But this is how things must be, for such 

events may not violate the electrical engineering laws.  

Therefore, GEC impact on lightning events in all stages of its existence has been proved 

based on new experimental data. It becomes possible to understand the cause of both lightning 

(not just linear) and catastrophic effects initiation inexplicable in terms of traditional lightning 

protection. There may appear new hazards models during a storm. If, for example, it is not 

desirable for planes to circumnavigate the storm front under the storm at a conventional storm 

model, it is dangerous to circumnavigate the storm above the thundercloud at ionospheric storm 

phenomena. In this case, the air routes should be covered with warning system network, just a 

small one, that would respond to various components of the lightning hazards. This is one of the 

many issues of lightning protection.  
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